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Narwhal Coloring Book / Unicorn of the
Sea Adult Coloring Book Here's a fun and
relaxing adult coloring book! 50 coloring
pages featuring the beautiful unicorn of
the sea - the narwhal. Spend many hours
coloring the different underwater scenes
with our favourite narwhal and other sea
animals in this narwhal coloring book /
unicorn of the sea adult coloring book!
Be inspired with the beauty of the
narwhal and the other creatures of the
sea with this narwhal coloring book!
TAGS: narwhal coloring book, narwhal
adult coloring book, narwhal coloring
pages, narwhal unicorn of the sea,
unicorn of the sea coloring book, unicorn
of the sea adult coloring book, adult
coloring book for women, adult coloring
books stress relieving patterns, adult
coloring books relaxing, adult coloring
books relaxation
Mo is a monster who just got a
mustache. A big, black, beautiful
mustache. Everybody likes Mo's
mustache. Now Knot, Dot, Nib, Tutu,
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Bob, Bill, and Ben all have mustaches
too. In fact, soon EVERYBODY has a
mustache! Why is everyone copying Mo?
And how will he (and his mustache) ever
stand out? A wonderfully silly book
about style and individuality, sure to
grow on readers who don't have facial
hair -- and even those who do!
"Hilarious and charming. The most
lovable duo since Frog and Toad." --NYTbestselling creator of the Dog Man and
Captain Underpants series, Dav Pilkey
Narwhal and Jelly . . . and Otty?!
Exuberant Narwhal and skeptical Jelly
test the waters of adding a new friend to
their pod when they meet Otty the superadventurous otter in the fourth book of
this blockbuster early graphic novel
series! Dive into three new stories about
the joy of adventure and the power of
friendship! In the first story, Otty the
otter makes her debut splash; while
Narwhal greets her with immediate
enthusiasm, Jelly's not so sure about
her...mostly because he worries she'll
take his place as Narwhal's best friend.
Readers will easily see why Narwhal's so
excited to meet Otty, a boisterous
explorer who even has an aunt who's a
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real live sea captain! But readers will
also relate to Jelly's uneasiness seeing
his best friend making a new pal. Jelly
tries to work out his jealousy in story
two, and in story three, the new trio say
"Ahoy, adventure!" and discover they all
have more in common than they thought
. . . including a love of waffles! Jelly also
takes over the "Super Waffle and
Strawberry Sidekick" comic providing a
sidekick's-eye-view of defeating the
dreaded dEVILed egg!
Narwhals: Unicorns of the Sea Colouring
Book Super fun & super cute narwhals to
colour. If you love narwhals you'll love
these fun & crazy scenes. Narwhals are
the real unicorns of the sea and each of
these hand-drawn imaginative images
will give you hours of fun as you get
creative with colour and bring these
cuddly underwater creatures to life. Each
of the individual drawings is specially
printed on a single page with the reverse
left blank so you can cut out and keep,
to create a picture perfect for framing or
displaying in your bedroom.
Unicorn of the Sea. Narwhal. 1
Rex Wrecks It!
Johnny Boo
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Spare and Found Parts
Narwhal and Jelly
A New York Times Bestselling series Hilarious and
charming. The most lovable duo since Frog and Toad.
̶NYT-bestselling creator of the Dog Man and Captain
Underpants series, Dav Pilkey Narwhal and Jelly are
back in action for a SUPER adventure! Join Super
Narwhal and sidekick Jelly Jolt as they take on three
SUPER new stories in this early graphic novel series.
Happy-go-lucky Narwhal and no-nonsense Jelly find
their inner superheroes in three new under-the-sea
adventures. In the first story, Narwhal s superhero
alter-ego is revealed, and Narwhal enlists Jelly to help
figure out what their superpower is. Next, Narwhal
helps a friend find his way back home. In the third story,
Jelly is feeling blue and Narwhal comes to the rescue.
Ben Clanton showcases the joys of friendship and the
power of believing in yourself and others through this
irresistible duo.
Born deep in the ocean, Kelp is not like the other
narwhals and one day, when he spies a creature on land
that looks like him, he learns why.
When Cora reads a story she wrote about a narwhal in
her English class, classmate Vivian mocks her and says
that everyone knows that narwhals are fake. Suddenly
Cora and her friends are embarking on an exciting
quest to find these not-so-mythical creatures and prove
Vivian wrong. And then Cora finds out that their
adventures could actually win her the top prize in the
Ocean Writes contest... if she can manage to write the
whole story down before the deadline!
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After Liam writes to his mailbox, asking for more mail,
he gets his wish, but soon he realizes that sending mail
is even more fun than receiving it.
Mo's Mustache
Unicorn and Narwhal Coloring Book
Third Grade Mermaid #2
Zach King: My Magical Life
Llama on a Mission
Award-winning digital media star Zach King brings his unique
brand of magic to the first installment of a lively, fun-filled trilogy
about Zach, a middle schooler in search of his magical powers
while navigating the crazy, confusing world of public school. Big
Nate meets DanTDM in a debut middle grade adventure by social
media superstar Zach King. The book comes complete with a code
for a downloadable app that brings Zach’s vibrant world to fully
animated, three-dimensional life. Zach King: My Magical Life is
also coming to theaters soon, as the project has been picked up by
Steven Spielberg’s Amblin Entertainment. Everyone in Zach
King’s family has a magical power. His father can turn back time,
his sister can turn invisible, and his mother can transform any object
into something else. And Zach…well, he hasn’t found his magical
power yet and his family is growing worried that he’s been
“skipped.” So his parents decide to stop homeschooling him in
magical arts and send him instead to a regular middle school with
regular kids. To Zach, it’s the worst news ever. Who wants to be
ordinary when everyone around them is extraordinary? But Zach
quickly learns that going to regular school with regular kids isn’t all
that bad. Who knew having real friends would be so much fun? And
just when Zach least expects it, he discovers a pair of magical
snapbacks that might just be the magical thing he’s been looking
for his whole life. The only thing standing in his way is the school
bully, Tricia Stands. She’s determined to make sure Zach doesn’t
get more popular than she is, and so she plans a prank so awful, so
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evil, it could cause the biggest disaster Horace Greeley Middle
School has ever seen. For fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Timmy
Failure, and DanTDM: Trayaurus and the Enchanted Crystal and
anyone who’s ever wondered where they belong, this is the perfect
book for you.
Praise for Rex Wrecks It!: "A delirious roar ... original, perfectly
paced, animatedly drawn and wonderfully lacking in any sort of
improving message. A blast" Observer Boo is new. And even if the
other kids are welcoming, it can be scary being new, especially for a
shy ghost who can't play any of their games. ("You tagged me? Oh,
sorry. I couldn't feel it.") Can Boo find a way to fit in and make
friends with the rest of the group? From the creator of Rex Wrecks
It! comes a funny story about feeling invisible - and finding a way
to be seen and appreciated for who you are.
Izzy is thrilled to finally help set the table, learning all the proper
places for her friends Fork, Spoon, Dish, Napkin, Cup, and Knife.
But once they get into a nightly groove, Izzy and her friends grow
tired of their same old spots. Shaking things up doesn't go over so
well with Mom and Dad, so Spoon and Dish run off for an
adventure of their own. Lonely without her favorite tablemates, Izzy
will need to find a way to convince Spoon and Dish to come back to
the table. Perfect for any kid who has ever resisted a daily task, this
clever, pun-filled story is gentle reminder that every dish has its
place, and that injecting some creativity into daily tasks can make
even the dullest ones lots of fun.
Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense
jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in common, but they do they
love waffles, parties and adventures. Join Narwhal and Jelly as they
discover the whole wide ocean together. A wonderfully silly early
graphic novel series featuring three stories. In the first, Jelly learns
that Narwhal is a really good friend. Then Narwhal and Jelly form
their own pod of awesomeness with their ocean friends. And finally,
Narwhal and Jelly read the best book ever -- even though it doesn't
have any words...or pictures!
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Narwhal's Otter Friend
A nonfiction companion to Magic Tree House #33: Narwhal on a
Sunny Night
Narwhals
with audio recording
Unicorn of the Sea Composition Notebook
Nell Crane has never held a boy’s hand. In a city devastated by an
epidemic, where survivors are all missing parts—an arm, a leg, an
eye—Nell has always been an outsider. Her father is the famed
scientist who created the biomechanical limbs that everyone now
uses. But she’s the only one with her machinery on the inside: her
heart. Since the childhood operation, she has ticked. Like a clock,
like a bomb. And as her community rebuilds, everyone is expected
to contribute to the society’s good . . . but how can Nell live up to
her father’s revolutionary ideas when she has none of her own?
Then she finds a lost mannequin’s hand while salvaging on the
beach, and inspiration strikes. Can Nell build her own companion
in a world that fears advanced technology? The deeper she sinks
into this plan, the more she learns about her city—and her father,
who is hiding secret experiments of his own. Sarah Maria Griffin’s
haunting literary debut will entrance fans of Patrick Ness’s Chaos
Walking series, Paolo Bacigalupi’s Ship Breaker, and Emily St.
John Mandel’s Station Eleven.
Clanton's Eisner Award-winning first book in his bestselling early
graphic novel series is now available as a fin-tastic book and plush
puppet gift set. Full color. Consumable.
A hilarious political satire by the creator of the bestselling Narwhal
and Jelly series. Hey, you! Yes, you with the dazzling smile! The
donkey wants your vote. So does the elephant. And each will do just
about anything to win your support. Brag? Sure! Flatter?
Absolutely! Exaggerate, name-call, make silly promises and
generally act childish? Yes, yes, yes and yes. Soon, the tension
mounts, and these two quarrelsome candidates resort to slinging
mud (literally) and flinging insults. And what happens when the
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election results are in? Well, let's just say the donkey and the
elephant are in for a little surprise--and a certain bewhiskered,
third-party candidate is in for a first term!
Search for six narwhals - known as the unicorns of the sea - in
every beautifully illustrated scene. From a trip to the museum and a
day out at a water park, to a tropical beach and icy waters, there's
so much to spot and find, including a bonus rainbow narwhal! Plus,
see if you can find the odd animal out in fun activity pages.
Gorgeous and Relaxing Kids Coloring Pages Featuring Enchanted
Unicorns and the Super Narwhal Unicorn of the Sea
Where's the Narwhal? a Search and Find Book
Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea! (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #1)
Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea! (Narwhal and Jelly 1)
The Narwhal

Narwhal Coloring Book contains cute narwhals to color.
This coloring book incorporates a variety of adorable
designs and creates hours of coloring fun for kids!
Featuring narwhals, mermaids, tropical fish, rainbows,
sea unicorn friends, and more! This coloring book is
sure to please anyone who loves narwhals.
Narwhals the unicorn of the sea Composition notebook
perfect for school, Writing, doodling, Use it as a diary or
as a bullet journal 110 pages (55 sheets). Soft Flexible
Cover Perfect bound paperback book. Makes a perfect
gift in an occasion
Three facts you should know before opening this book:
1. Yasmin Shah has finally found her voice and it keeps
getting her in trouble. 2. Levi is her magical guardian
llama who tends to get her into even more trouble. 3.
Keeping big secrets from your best friends is not fun...
Join Yasmin and Levi for LOLs, llamas and dramas in
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their biggest mission yet!
From the author and illustrator of I'M A UNICORN
comes a Little Golden Book all about an adorable
narwhal! I am NOT a unicorn. I am NOT a fish. I'm a
narwhal! There's nothing quite as cute as a narwhal,
and now Little Golden Book fans can take a dive into the
sea and meet one of the ocean's most mysterious
animals. With lots of endearing and interesting
information and bright illustrations, young readers will
be eager to jump into this underwater adventure time
and time again!
I'm a Narwhal
Narwhal
Super Narwhal and Jelly Jolt (A Narwhal and Jelly
Book #2)
Happy Narwhalidays (a Narwhal and Jelly Book #5)
Cute Sea Unicorn Coloring Book for Kids
Track the facts about the unicorn of the
sea--the narwhal--and its closest relatives!
When Jack and Annie came back from their
adventure in Magic Tree House #33: Narwhal on
a Sunny Night, they had lots of questions.
What is a narwhal? Why is it nicknamed the
unicorn of the sea? What other whales live in
the arctic? How do they survive the cold?
Find out the answers to these questions and
more as Jack and Annie track the facts about
narwhals and other whales. Filled with up-todate information, photographs, illustrations,
and fun tidbits from Jack and Annie, Fact
Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find
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out more about the topics they discover in
their favorite Magic Tree House adventures.
Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning chapter books
Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures
Narwhal and Jelly spread some holiday cheer
(and warm waffle pudding) in the festive
fifth book of this blockbuster graphic novel
series! Dive into three new stories about
Narwhal's favorite time of the year! It's the
festive season in the world wide waters, and
Narwhal is looking forward to cozying up with
a good book, singing and partying with pod
pals and enjoying some warm waffle pudding.
But most of all Narwhal is excited about the
arrival of the Merry Mermicorn! According to
Narwhal, she's part mermaid, part unicorn and
completely mer-aculous! Jelly is of course
skeptical about the existence of the MiraMiny-What-A Corn . . . even when he receives
a mysterious present. It must be from
Narwhal. Now Jelly has to get the perfect
gift, but finding a present for someone as
unique as Narwhal is no easy feat, even when
you have six tentacles. How will Jelly ever
come up with a whaley great gift for a best
pal who spreads cheer all through the year?
Look out! Here comes Rex! Children who love
to construct and those who love to destroy
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will relate to this kid-pleasing tale that
builds to a smashing finale. Gizmo,
Sprinkles, and Wild are fed up. Every time
they build something with their blocks, Rex
wrecks it! Whether it's an out-of-this-world
rocket, a magical heart, or the biggest,
strongest, most awesomerific castle ever, Rex
sends it crashing down with a ""Rawr!" "(and
sometimes a sheepish""Rawry!"?"). Isn't there
"any "way to make playtime fun for
"everyone"? With Rex-size humor, Ben Clanton
explores the challenges of friendship, the
benefits of working together, and the joys of
destruction.
This half text/half speech-bubble narrative,
early graphic novel, is about a happy-golucky, waffle-loving narwhal and a cynical,
no-nonsense jellyfish who forge an unlikely
friendship and share adventures while
exploring the ocean together.
Narwhals and Other Whales
An Adult Coloring Book of the Unicorn of the
Sea
Rot, the Cutest in the World!
Narwhal Coloring Book
A Narwhal and Jelly Book

"Hilarious and charming. The most lovable
duo since Frog and Toad." --NYTbestselling creator of the Dog Man and
Captain Underpants series, Dav Pilkey
Narwhal's obsession with his new favorite
food leads him into hijinks and hilarity
in the third book of this all-star early
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graphic novel series! Narwhal and Jelly
are back and Narwhal has a new obsession .
. . peanut butter! He's so obsessed he
even wants to change his name to . . .
that's right . . . Peanut Butter! Eversensible Jelly isn't so sure that's the
best idea, but is all for Narwhal trying
new things (instead of just eating waffles
all the time, no matter how delicious
waffles are). In this third book, Narwhal
and Jelly star in three new stories about
trying new things, favorite foods and
accepting who we are. Always funny and
never didactic, this underwater duo charms
again through their powerful combination
of positive thinking, imagination and
joyfulness.
A New York Times Bestselling series
“Hilarious and charming. The most lovable
duo since Frog and Toad.” —NYT-bestselling
creator of the Dog Man and Captain
Underpants series, Dav Pilkey Narwhal is a
happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a nononsense jellyfish. The two might not have
a lot in common, but they do they love
waffles, parties and adventures. Join
Narwhal and Jelly as they discover the
whole wide ocean together. A wonderfully
silly early graphic novel series featuring
three stories. In the first, Jelly learns
that Narwhal is a really good friend. Then
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Narwhal and Jelly form their own pod of
awesomeness with their ocean friends. And
finally, Narwhal and Jelly read the best
book ever -- even though it doesn't have
any words...or pictures! Ben Clanton
showcases the joys of friendship, the
benefits of working together and the power
of imagination in the delightful Narwhal:
Unicorn of the Sea.
The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series
is ready to whisk you away through time
with Jack and Annie! This time, meet
famous explorer Leif Erikson and help save
a narwhal! When the magic tree house
whisks Jack and Annie to Greenland,
they're not sure what time they've landed
in, but they immediately know what their
mission is: save a narwhal! Then they meet
a young hunter named Leif Erikson and they
ask for his help. But Leif has other
ideas... Track the facts with Jack and
Annie in the nonfiction companion to this
book: Narwhals and Other Whales. Did you
know that there's a Magic Tree House book
for every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect
for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging
adventures for the experienced reader Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your
favorite Magic Tree House adventures If
you're looking for Merlin Mission #33:
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Carnival at Candlelight, it was renumbered
as part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin
Mission #5.
Amazing things are happening all around
you. You just need to know where to
look—and this whimsical picture book is
the perfect place to start. Have you ever
wished for something extraordinary? Like
the ability to fly? Or to breathe
underwater? What if you could talk to
animals? It’s fun to wish for amazing
things. But take a look around, and you
just might find that the most “ordinary”
things…can be extraordinary.
Peanut Butter and Jelly
Narwhal on a Sunny Night
Boo Who?
Vote For Me!
The Unicorn and the Sea

Rot, a mutant potato, enters a "Cutest in
the World" contest but worries when he
sees his competition.
A happy-go-lucky, waffle-loving narwhal
and a cynical, no-nonsense jellyfish forge
an unlikely friendship and share
adventures while exploring the ocean
together.
Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal.
Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two
might not have a lot in common, but they
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do love waffles, parties and adventures.
Join Narwhal and Jelly as they become
the coolest teachers in the world wide
waters in the hilarious sixth book of this
blockbuster graphic novel series!
Unicorn and Narwhal Coloring Book: 30
Pages of Unicorns and Narwhals
Swimming in the Ocean makes a perfect
gift! Inside: 30 Full Pages to Color Single
Sided Printing to Avoid Bleed Through
Kawaii Unicorns & Narwhals With
something for everyone, this coloring
book is great for girls, boys, men and
women! Designs feature: Magical
unicorns, rainbows, clouds, stars,
narwhals, the unicorns of the sea (they
are small Arctic whales with horns),
mermaids, jellyfish, octopuses and more!
Plenty of fantasy and nautical fun await.
Great Gift for Birthdays, Holidays,
Graduations, White Elephant, Teachers,
College Students, Kids, Christmas, or a
fun Summer Beach Activity!
Lined Narwhal Unicorn of the Sea
Notebook for Kids & Student 100 Pages Perfect Gift for Kids & Student
Twinkle Power
It Came in the Mail
Third Grade Mermaid and the Narwhals
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The Table Sets Itself
Johnny Boo has "boo" power and his pet ghost
Squiggle has "squiggle" power. But which is better?
And might there be a power that is greater than them
both? Wiggle power? Giggle power? Squiggle goes on
a quest to learn the secret of twinkle power from the
twinkling stars, but doesn't have much luck. Instead,
a strange and hilarious secret is discovered about
Johnny Boo's hair.
Introduces narwhals, discussing their physical
characteristics, predators, and migration patterns in
the Arctic regions during different seasons.
Something Extraordinary
Unicorn of the Sea
Unicorns of the Sea Colouring Book
Narwhal’s School of Awesomeness (A Narwhal and
Jelly Book, Book 6)
Not Quite Narwhal
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